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Welcome to Sophia Scholar!
About Sophia Scholar
Sophia Scholar is a faculty profile service hosted by SelectedWorks, and managed by the St.
Catherine University Libraries. Sophia Scholar allows faculty and staff to build an online
scholarly presence that is compelling, promotes visibility, facilitates sharing, measures impact
and puts scholarship at the center. And most importantly, it can be done with little work on
our faculty’s part.
As part of the University’s Digital Repository Services, Sophia Scholar integrates with the
University’s institutional repository, called Sophia. Together, the two parts of Sophia offers a
campus-wide system for capturing the scholarly output of the entire University.

Information for You as a Scholar
You will receive a confirmation email from SelectedWorks (the platform hosting our Sophia
Scholar profiles) once a profile has been created for you by the University Libraries. All profiles
will remain hidden until they are made public by the scholar.
After receiving your confirmation email, log into your Sophia Scholar profile and make changes
or add/remove information as needed.
Below are a few specific areas we are asking faculty to review and update on their profiles:
● Photo: If your profile does not already have a photo, we encourage you to add one. This
will give your profile a sense of completeness and professionalism.
● Introductory Text: The Introductory Text section in the header is an excellent location
to describe yourself and your research. Other sections of the profile are better for bullet
points of information, so utilize this section as a less limited space for a longer, more
detailed description.
● Curriculum Vitae: We encourage all faculty to upload a current C.V. to their profile.
● Disciplines: The taxonomy of disciplines in SelectedWorks is extensive, and each author
will be the best at applying the most specific disciplines to his or her work. When
possible, we chose a broad discipline for the works, but we encourage all faculty to
explore the other available disciplines and change or add to them as needed.

About Digital Repository Services at St. Catherine University
Managed by the University Libraries, the aim of Digital Repository Services at St. Kate’s is to
work closely with faculty to collect and showcase your scholarship with as little duplication of
reporting as possible. To do this, the Libraries are collaborating with Institutional Research,
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Planning, and Assessment to utilize TaskStream data already entered by faculty to create the
Sophia Scholar profiles and, then, add works described in those profiles to the Sophia
Institutional Repository.
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These two branches of Sophia, Sophia Scholar and the Sophia Repository, are both hosted by
bepress, a company created by professors that provides scholarly publishing services for
academic institutions.
While the Sophia Scholar side offers public faculty profiles, the Sophia Institutional Repository
will actually host the works showcased on those profiles. This means that Sophia Scholar will
harvest the works from the Sophia Institutional Repository to display on the faculty profiles,
along with metadata about those works.
Before adding any works to the Sophia Institutional Repository, the Libraries will use several
means to determine an author’s right to archive her work in an open-access repository like
ours. If we are unable to find out a publisher’s policy through typical channels, we will contact
the publisher to ask for permission. If it not granted, we can provide a link to the article rather
than a full-text download.
Our goal is to expand and enhance the visibility of our faculty and staff, and the important
work done here at St. Catherine University.

Important Reminders
● The data used to create your Sophia Author Profile will be taken from TaskStream, so
it may be incomplete or incorrect if the information entered into TaskStream was
insufficient. Being the most familiar with yourself and your work, we strongly encourage
you to edit your profile to be the best reflection of yourself and your scholarship.
● TaskStream and Sophia Scholar ARE NOT integrated, and therefore updates made in
one will not be automatically reflected in the other. The University will continue to
require faculty to update TaskStream only, but the Libraries will assume responsibility
for updating Sophia Scholar if faculty do not update it themselves. Faculty will be
notified when any works are added to their profile via the Notification Center.
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